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• U.S. health care spending grew 9.7 percent in 2020, reaching $4.1 
trillion or $12,530 per person. 

• Health spending accounted for 19.7 percent of GDP.

• This growth rate is substantially higher than 2019 (4.3 percent). 
This substantial acceleration in spending can be attributed to 
increases in government spending to manage the unprecedented 
COVID-19 pandemic.

- CMS.gov  National Health Expenditure Accounts.
https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Statistics-Trends-and-Reports/NationalHealthExpendData/NationalHealthAccountsHistorical

Health Care – Pushing the Limits of Affordability





https://www.forbes.com/sites/joshuacohen/2023/01/01/the-number-one-health-story-from-2022-is-the-troubling-decline-in-life-expectancy/?sh=3f0ce77b1280

U.S. life 
expectancy at 
birth is 3 years 
lower than 
OECD 
Average.
OECD Health Statistics 2022.



https://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/issue-briefs/2023/jan/us-health-care-global-perspective-2022



Confirmed Global Cases: 673,010,204
Global Deaths: 6,854,957

Confirmed US Cases: 102,870,063
US Deaths: 1,114,542

Fully Vaccinated : 71% of US population; 
229.8 Million

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/

Johns Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center February 13, 2023



https://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/issue-briefs/2023/jan/us-health-care-global-perspective-2022



https://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/issue-briefs/2023/jan/us-health-care-global-perspective-2022



https://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/issue-briefs/2023/jan/us-health-care-global-perspective-2022



https://www.forbes.com/sites/joshuacohen/2023/01/01/the-number-one-health-story-from-2022-is-the-troubling-decline-in-life-expectancy/?sh=3f0ce77b1280



https://www.ama-assn.org/about/research/trends-health-care-spending



Looking Around the Corners: 
What Might These Trends Mean?

1. In the next year or two, most Americans will be on Government-Sponsored healthcare.
- Currently, 158 Million Americans (out of total population of 330 Million) are covered 

by Medicare, Medicaid, and subsidized enrollment in state and federal exchanges.
- Medicaid enrollment surpassed 90 Million in 2022 and will cover more than 100 

Million in fiscal 2023 – jumped 30% since 2020!

2. This creates extreme financial pressure for Feds and States.

3. Medicare, pressured by retiring Boomers, predicted to be bankrupt by 2028.

4. 48% of all Medicare enrollees picked Medicare Advantage plans in 2022.  Will soon be 
dominant choice. They are increasingly seduced by predictable annual costs, some more benefits 
like eyeglasses. 



Looking Around the Corners: 
What Might These Trends Mean?

5.Everyone  -Traditional Insurers; Large Health Systems; and Now, 
disruptive players like Amazon, Walmart, CVS, Walgreens, Venture 
Capital, want to get a piece of the Medicare Advantage capitated pie. 
Cover for PBM Drug Rebate Profits. 

6.Implications: Americans are showing that they will sacrifice choice 
for some added benefits but mostly for reduced costs.

-This is drawing in novel and disruptive large corporate 
competitors who will further drive corporatization of medicine





CVS Acquires Oak Street Health for $10.6 Billion
•CVS and Other Retailers (Walgreens, Amazon) have been looking to
expand more into health-care via deals

Modern Healthcare February 8, 2023; Bloomberg January 9, 2023.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-01-09/cvs-is-said-to-explore-acquisition-of-oak-street-health

“Oak Street Health Inc., runs primary care centers for Medicare recipients, …CVS, a 
major drugstore operator, has been expanding more directly into health care via 
acquisitions, agreeing last year to buy Signify Health Inc.”
“CVS, which bought the insurer Aetna in 2018, has said it wants to make health 
care more convenient and affordable for consumers and has said it plans to partner 
with doctors or potentially acquire primary care practices.”

https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/CVS:US
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/OSH:US
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-10-10/cvs-aetna-is-said-to-win-antitrust-approval-as-soon-as-wednesday


Optum partners with 2nd healthcare system in a 
matter of days, adding almost 2,000 employees
January 11, 2023,  Becker’s Hospital Review

https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/hospital-transactions-and-valuation/optum-partners-with-2nd-healthcare-system-in-a-matter-of-days-adding-almost-2-000-
employees.html?origin=CEOE&utm_source=CEOE&utm_medium=email&utm_content=newsletter&oly_enc_id=1350G1923223J0F

The agreement to take over Owensboro (Ky.) Health's operations 
will result in 575 of the healthcare system's employees moving 
over to Optum in April. The move follows a similar 
partnership agreed to Jan. 5 with Maine's Northern Light Health 
involving 1,400 of that system's employees.

"Optum is honored to be working with Owensboro Health to reinvent traditional 
health care models and systems, improve efficiency and address complex social 
and economic factors,” Dan Schumacher, chief strategy and growth officer of 
UnitedHealth Group, the parent company of Optum, said in a statement.

https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/workforce/northern-light-health-shifts-1-400-employees-to-optum.html


ERs staffed by private equity firms aim to cut costs by 
hiring fewer doctors
Shots Health News from NPR February 11, 2013

https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2023/02/11/1154962356/ers-hiring-fewer-doctors

Private equity companies pool money from wealthy investors to buy their 
way into various industries, often slashing spending and seeking to flip 
businesses in three to seven years. While this business model is a proven 
moneymaker on Wall Street, it raises concerns in health care, where critics 
worry the pressure to turn big profits will influence life-or-death decisions 
that were once left solely to medical professionals.

"It's a relatively simple equation," Dr. McNamara said. "Their No. 1 expense 
is the board-certified emergency physician. So they are going to want to keep 
that expense as low as possible."

https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2023/02/11/1154962356/ers-hiring-fewer-doctors


https://www.wsj.com/articles/traveling-nurse-bubble-bursts-11658919781?st=w7tfm5vnn9c06h9 Wall Street Journal July 27, 2022

https://www.wsj.com/articles/traveling-nurse-bubble-bursts-11658919781?st=w7tfm5vnn9c06h9


A Worrisome Drop In The Number Of Young Nurses
Health Affairs, April 13, 2022

The total supply of RNs decreased by more than 100,000 in one year—a far greater drop than ever observed 
over the past four decades.

The decrease stemmed not as much from RNs older than age 50 but rather primarily from younger RNs.
Compared to 2019, just before the pandemic, the total workforce size decreased 1.8 percent through 2021, 
which was composed of a 4.0 percent reduction in the number of RNs younger than age 35, a 0.5 percent 
reduction in the number of RNs ages 35 to 49, and a 1.0 percent reduction in the number of RNs older than age 
50. The overall reduction also varied by employment setting. The 1.8 percent overall supply 
reduction was entirely due to a reduction in hospital employment (3.9 percent), 
which was offset by a 1.6 percent increase in employment in other settings.

“These reductions are even more striking compared to what we had expected in 2021 for total nursing supply 
absent the pandemic. For example, our model projected total workforce supply growth of 4.4 percent from 2019 
to 2021 rather than the observed reduction of 1.8 percent, a difference of nearly 200,000 (-6.2 percent) RNs 
from expectations. This differential was even larger, in percentage terms, among RNs younger than age 35 (-8.8 
percent, or 80,000 fewer RNs than expected).”

Health Affairs, April 13, 2022   https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/forefront.20220412.311784

https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/full/10.1377/hlthaff.2017.0386
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/192782


Number of Registered Nurses (FTEs) in Practice, 1982-2021

Health Affairs, April 13, 2022 “A Worrisome Drop in the Number of Young Nurses”    https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/forefront.20220412.311784



The # 1 Problem Keeping Hospital CEOs up at night 
– ACHE February 13, 2023

https://www.ache.org/about-ache/news-and-awards/news-releases/survey-workforce-challenges-cited-by-ceos-as-top-
issue-confronting-hospitals-in-2022

1.Workforce Challenges (e.g., personnel shortages, specifically RNs.
2.Financial Challenges
3.Behavioral health/addiction issues.
4.Patient Safety and Quality
5.Governmental Mandates
6.Access to Care
7.Patient satisfaction
8.Physician-hospital relations.



S&P SLAPS 'NEGATIVE' VIEW ON NOT-FOR-PROFIT HEALTH 
SECTOR 

DECEMBER 1, 2022

"Margins and cash flow recently have at best demonstrated limited 
sustainability of a post-pandemic recovery and at worst have 
accelerated to uncharacteristically high losses. We do not expect full 
margin recovery in 2023 and will likely see continued operating 
losses, albeit at lower levels than 2022, for many institutions. 
Meaningful improvement will likely take multiple years.“ 

- S&P Global Ratings credit analyst Suzie Desai

https://www.healthleadersmedia.com/finance/sp-slaps-negative-view-not-profit-health-
sector?utm_source=HLeNL&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=HLBriefing



Operating pressures show 
no sign of waning …and 
will likely continue for at 
least another full year in 
2023.  - Fitch. August 18, 2022, 
Webinar.



During Fitch Ratings’ USPF Healthcare: 2022 Medians webinar on 
August 18, 2022, they indicated that a health system’s size could help 
blunt operating losses and minimize fixed costs. In fact, our research 
suggests that larger revenue bases correspond with higher ratings, which 
is consistent between the big three rating agencies (Moody’s, S&P and 
Fitch). Scale also allows systems to reach preferred agreements with 
payors, lower the cost of borrowing, and de-risk balance sheets through 
debt profile diversification. In addition, consolidated resources could 
mitigate balance sheet deterioration if cash flow is weak, allowing 
providers to execute strategic capital needs and remain competitive. -
Juniper Advisory Services, August 24, 2022

https://juniperadvisory.com/health-systems-financials-look-very-different-in-2022/?utm_medium=email&_hsmi=225299099&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--
KjQ1cCv5UsTei59QhilWWWFlEChhG6xOPrl3Q5nGAbfe0ENPWBHhAk_J6ggS1TB0YYK1DbOQwIqKgaFBxL1qGaOJjJA&utm_content=225299099&utm_source=hs_email



Oh, Really…?



Cleveland Clinic Reports $1.1 Billion Net 
Loss in first half of 2022.
Becker’s Hospital CFO Report August 30, 2022 Advocate Aurora reports $600.8M loss in 

first half of year
Becker’s Hospital Review - August 22nd, 2022

Mass General Brigham posts $949M 
quarterly net loss

Becker’s Hospital CFO Report, August 12th, 2022

Kaiser posts $4.5 BILLION loss in 
2022 Becker’s Hospital CFO Report, February 11, 
2023

Hospitals Still Struggling With 
“Skyrocketing” Expenses, 
Depressed Margins HealthLeaders
Strategy,  July 14, 2022



Kaiser posts $4.5 Billion loss in 2022  
Becker’s Hospital CFO Report February 11, 2023

Kaiser Permanente had a net loss of $4.5 Billion 
in 2022, down from a net income of $8.1 Billion 
in 2021.  Operating margin dipped from 0.7% to 
-1.3% from 2021 to 2022. Revenue increased 
2.4% to $95.4 Billion, but Expenses grew 4.5%.

Expense Growth driven by: increased volume, 
inflation in goods and services, rising labor 
costs.

https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/finance/kaiser-posts-4-5b-net-loss-in-2022-amid-staff-shortages-economic-
headwinds.html?origin=BHRE&utm_source=BHRE&utm_medium=email&utm_content=newsletter&oly_enc_id=1350G1923223J0F



Record Profits in 2022 for Big Payers 
Becker’s Hospital Review February 12, 2023.

1. UnitedHealth Group: $20.6 Billion
2. Cigna: $6.7 Billion
3. Elevance Health $6 Billion
4. CVS Health: $4.2 Billion
5. Humana: $2.8 Billion
6. Centene: $1.2 Billion

https://www.beckerspayer.com/payer/big-payers-ranked-by-2022-
profit.html?origin=BHRSUN&utm_source=BHRSUN&utm_medium=email&utm_content=newsletter&oly_enc_id=1350G1923223J0F



What’s Wrong with This Picture?

More Than Half of US Hospitals 
Lost Money in 2022    
Bloomberg September 15, 2022

Soaring stock prices due to record profits 
enabled seven health insurance CEOs to 
rake in a record $283 M compensation 
last year Stat May 12, 2022



The “Coming of the Corporation” to American Medicine,
predicted by Paul Starr in The Social Transformation Of American Medicine
in 1982

www.ama-assn.org/system/files/2021-05/2020-prp-physician-practice-arrangements.pdf
http://www.physiciansadvocacyinstitute.org/Portals/0/assets/docs/Revised-6-8-21_PAI-Physician-Employment-Study-2021-FINAL.pdf?ver=K6dyoekRSC_c59U8QD1V-A%3d%3d

• In 2020, for the first time in history, fewer than 50% of American 
Physicians worked in physician-owned settings.  Hospitals employed more 
than 300,000; and corporations employed another 122,000.  These 
corporations included health insurance companies, national pharmacies, 
and increasingly, private equity and venture capital backed companies. 

• Optum Health, a subsidiary of UnitedHealth Group, employs or has full 
time contracts for 60,000 physicians.

http://www.ama-assn.org/system/files/2021-05/2020-prp-physician-practice-arrangements.pdf


Jeff Goldsmith: In addition to pressures to contain medical 
expenses, three factors drive the decline of independent 
practice of medicine

https://www.statnews.com/2022/10/14/future-practicing-physicians-corporate-world/

1. Many Baby Boom Physicians chose employment as a bridge to 
retirement. Trading professional independence for income security and a 
hoped-for saner work schedule.

2. Growing Number of Female Physicians.  Trading independence for the 
work-life balance enabling them to start and raise families.

3. The Growing and Crushing Burden of College and Medical School Debt 
made the risks of independent practice untenable. Trading independence 
for economic stability.

https://www.statnews.com/2022/10/14/future-practicing-physicians-corporate-world/


From the Corporate Perspective: Why Employ Physicians?

https://www.statnews.com/2022/10/14/future-practicing-physicians-corporate-world/

1. Hospitals: Defensive Play – protect physician base to 
increase/maintain/rebuild  admissions for highly reimbursed surgeries and 
procedures, Imaging.
Strategic Play – Build Primary Care Base to push into Value Based Care.

2. Insurers: Strategic Play – Disintermediate Hospitals, manage risk, VBC, 
Medicare Advantage.

3. Private Equity and Venture Capital: Monetization Play -

https://www.statnews.com/2022/10/14/future-practicing-physicians-corporate-world/


PATIENTS FOR PROFIT: HOW PRIVATE EQUITY 
HIJACKED HEALTH CARE
More Orthopedic Physicians Sell Out to Private Equity Firms, Raising 
Alarms About Costs and Quality
By Harris Meyer
JANUARY 6, 2023   KHN

https://khn.org/news/article/more-orthopedic-physicians-sell-out-to-private-equity-firms-raising-alarms-about-costs-and-quality/

“The worry we have is we’re not seeing private equity fulfilling 
the promise of value-based care,” said Alan Gilbert, vice 
president for policy at the Purchaser Business Group on 
Health, which represents nearly 40 large private and public 
employers. “We’re seeing the same short-term financial goals 
you see with other private equity investments, including 
pressure to perform non-indicated procedures.”



“Private equity has no interest in reducing the cost of medicine,” said 
Dr. Louis Levitt, chief medical officer of MedVanta, a Maryland 
orthopedic management company whose physician-owners have 
rejected partnering with private equity. “Their goal is to increase 
profitability in three to five years and sell to the next group that comes 
along. They can only do it by making the doctors work longer and 
reduce service delivery.”

PATIENTS FOR PROFIT: HOW PRIVATE EQUITY HIJACKED 
HEALTH CARE
More Orthopedic Physicians Sell Out to Private Equity Firms, 
Raising Alarms About Costs and Quality

https://khn.org/news/article/more-orthopedic-physicians-sell-out-to-private-equity-firms-raising-alarms-about-costs-and-quality/



The Coming Collapse 
of the U.S. Health 

Care System
TIME

January 10, 2023

https://time.com/6246045/collapse-us-health-care-system/



https://www.popsci.com/health/us-healthcare-expensive/

Popular Science 
February 2, 2023



Chicago Tribune. January 27, 2023



When Hospitals Merge, Patients Suffer
Vox January 20, 2023

U.S. Healthcare received a “D” of “F” 
rating from 78% of U.S. Adults across all 
income groups.
Gallup Poll – August 2022

'Patients are going to die': Hospital 
access meltdown in Central California 
leaves officials in search of solutions
Becker’s Hospital Review January 19, 2023

A worrisome trend in American hospitals is 
hurting poor patients
When public hospitals are taken over by private 
companies, people on Medicaid are left worse 
off.  Vox  January 13, 2023

'Hospital purgatory': Confidence in 
healthcare plunges as criticism grows 
louder and larger
Becker’s Hospital Review- Updated Monday, February 6th, 2023

Hospital monopolies are destroying healthcare value
The Hill December 21, 2022



To Recap: The crisis was caused by an unprecedented and 
unpredictable confluence of pandemic related factors combined with 
sharp reversals of broader economic trends. These factors included:
• Workforce Shortages
• Skyrocketing Labor Costs
• Declining Revenues 
• Declining Physician Reimbursement (Surgeons Took the Big Hits Recently)
• Disruptive Competition Accelerated by the Pandemic 
• Persistent Supply Chain Disruptions and Shortages
• The Politicization of Covid, and Health Care
• Significant General Inflation
• Higher Interest Rates
• Volatility in Capital Markets
• War in Ukraine Distracting the Feds
• Years of Cost Pressure, Payment Reductions, Disruptive Competition



And Rural Hospitals?



Rural hospitals account for about 35% of all hospitals operating in 
the US, with about 1,796 nationwide in 2020. The hospitals are the 
main source of care and oftentimes employment for about one in five 
Americans.

About 47% of rural hospitals have 25 or fewer beds, with just
16% having more than 100 beds. Given that rural hospitals tend
to be much smaller, patients with higher acuity often travel
or are referred to larger hospitals nearby. As a result, in rural
hospitals, the acute care occupancy rate (37%) is less than two thirds 
of their urban counterparts (62%).

AHA Report: Rural Hospital Closures threaten Access. September 2022



Rural hospitals face ‘precarious’ outlook as expenses climb
HealthcareDive September 12, 2022

https://www.healthcaredive.com/news/rural-hospitals-american-hospital-association-closures/631582/

• Escalating costs for labor, drugs, supplies and equipment are adding to the long-
term pressures facing rural hospitals, raising the risk of more closures

• Many hospitals were already in difficult financial positions before the COVID-19 
pandemic began, due to challenges including low patient volume and 
reimbursement, geographic isolation, staffing shortages and aging infrastructure

• Rural hospitals were partially buoyed by the Provider Relief Fund and other sources 
of COVID-19 assistance that limited closures in 2021, the financial outlook for 
many rural hospitals moving forward is precarious



https://www.forbes.com/sites/claryestes/2020/02/24/1-4-rural-hospitals-are-at-risk-of-closure-and-the-problem-is-getting-worse/?sh=61a4bc8c1bc0

Pre-Pandemic Picture: Rural Hospital Closures 2010 - 2019



The Picture of Rural Hospital Instability February 2023
• Since 2010, 143 rural hospitals have closed. 180 have closed since 2005.

• 19 rural hospitals closed in 2020, a record . Only 2 closed in 2021 and 7 in 
2022 due to Pandemic Related Government Funding. Those programs 
have ended, and rural closures will almost certainly accelerate.  

• About 450 rural hospitals are in immediate danger of closing. States with 
the highest number of rural hospitals at risk of closure: 

Kansas, Wyoming, Tennessee, Florida, Texas, Missouri, Mississippi.

• Kansas has 102 rural hospitals (second most in the US), and 79% of them 
are in the red with a Median Operating Margin of -6.8%.  

• 78% of Wyoming rural hospitals are in the red. 
Cecil G. Sheps Center for Health Services Research, University of North Carolina, Rural Hospital Closures, January 27, 2023. 
Rural Health Safety Net Under Renewed Pressure as Pandemic Fades. The Chartis Group, LLC. 2023



The Picture of Rural Hospital Instability February 2023
• 43% of rural hospitals are operating in the red nationally.  51% of rural facilities located in 
Non-Medicaid expansion states are in the red, compared to 39% of rural hospitals in the red 
in expansion states. 

• The number of rural hospitals eliminating OB increased by 9% from 2019 to 2020 (from 
198 to 217) and the number of facilities no longer providing chemotherapy jumped from 
311 to 353.

• 56% of Rural Hospitals have up to 5 open bedside nursing positions, and nearly 20% 
reported that staffing shortages are resulting in the suspension of services.

• Of the 389 rural hospitals "most likely" to consider converting to Rural Emergency 
Hospital (REH), Chartis’ data model has identified  only 77 ideal candidates for conversion.

https://www.yahoo.com/now/chartis-study-explores-rural-hospital-162100023.html 
Modern Healthcare Daily Dose, February 8, 2023
Rural Health Safety Net Under Renewed Pressure as Pandemic Fades. The Chartis Group, LLC. 2023



Compared to their non-rural counterparts, a significantly 
higher percentage of rural hospitals are owned by state and 
local governments — 35% compared to just 13% of urban 
hospitals.

There are About 630 public, district, county or state-owned 
rural hospitals in the US. 

AHA Report: Rural Hospital Closures threaten Access. September 2022



Some Rural Hospitals Are in Such Bad Shape, Local 
Governments Are Practically Giving Them Away
NPR Nashville Public Radio August 18, 2022

https://khn.org/news/article/rural-hospitals-bad-shape-governments-selling/

The local governments that own these facilities are finding that remarkably few 
companies — with any level of experience — are interested in buying them. 
And those that are willing don’t want to pay much, if anything.

“When you’re on the ropes or even got your head under water, it’s really 
difficult to negotiate with any terms of strength,” said Michael Topchik, director 
of the Chartis Center for Rural Health, which tracks distressed rural hospitals 
closely. “And so you, oftentimes, are choosing whoever is willing to choose 
you.”

At this point, large health systems have acquired or affiliated with the hospitals 
that have the fewest problems, Topchik said. And what’s left has been picked 
over by operators, some of which have gotten in trouble with insurers and 
even law enforcement for shady billing practices.

https://www.chartis.com/rural-health
https://bcbstnews.com/pressreleases/bluecross-seeking-to-recover-4-5-million-in-overpayments-to-perry-community-hospital/
https://www.kcur.org/news/2022-06-28/miami-businessman-who-took-over-missouri-and-kansas-hospitals-convicted-of-1-4-billion-fraud


Some Rural Hospitals Are in Such Bad Shape, Local 
Governments Are Practically Giving Them Away
NPR Nashville Public Radio August 18, 2022

https://khn.org/news/article/rural-hospitals-bad-shape-governments-selling/

“We had no business being in the hospital business,” 
Mayor James Bridges said. “The majority of county 
governments do not have the expertise and the 
education and knowledge that it takes to run health 
care facilities in 2022.” –
Mayor in Houston County, TN.





Mississippi weighs easing restrictions on public hospitals
AP News February 3, 2023

https://apnews.com/article/mississippi-business-health-access-to-care-036f25d06606431e3d26e3ff125842ad

The Mississippi Senate voted Friday to ease some restrictions on community-owned hospitals 
by letting them consolidate or collaborate with health care facilities outside their current 
service areas.

“There’s all sorts of barriers that we’re trying to eliminate to allow these hospitals to have as 
much flexibility as they can in order survive and thrive,” Sen. Fillingane said.

Under current state law, government-owned community hospitals are not allowed to operate 
outside of service areas that are established when they first open, he said. Those areas are 
typically restricted by city or county boundaries, or slightly beyond. Removing some barriers 
would allow those hospitals to consolidate or to work together by sharing some business 
functions….

54% of Mississippi’s rural hospitals are at risk of closure because of financial pressure.



Chartis Center for Rural Health Says :“Government 
Control Status: Having – or securing – government control 
status opens doors for additional funding and access to 
resources”

Jamie Says: 
If you love me let me know.
If you Don’t
Let me Go!



What Will it Take to Keep Rural Hospitals Open?
Center for Healthcare Quality and Payment Reform

A common myth about rural hospitals is that most of their patients are on Medicare and 
Medicaid. In fact, about half of the services at the average rural hospital are delivered to 
patients with private insurance (including both employer sponsored insurance and Medicare 
Advantage plans). Low margins or losses on patients with private insurance, combined with 
losses on Medicaid and uninsured patients, can force small rural hospitals to close.

Commonly Proposed Solutions Won’t Prevent Most Closures
• Rural Emergency Hospitals
• Expanding Medicaid Eligibility.
• Increasing Medicare Payments
• Creating Global Budgets

www.CHQPR.org
RuralHospitals.org
https://www.healthleadersmedia.com/finance/what-will-it-take-keep-rural-hospitals-
open?utm_source=HLeNL&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=HLBriefing

http://www.chqpr.org/


What Will it Take to Keep Rural Hospitals Open?
Center for Healthcare Quality and Payment Reform

The only way to prevent rural hospital closures is for health 
insurance plans to pay rural hospitals adequately to cover the 
cost of delivering essential services in their communities. 
Although most payers are underpaying small rural hospitals, 
the biggest cause of negative margins in most small rural 
hospitals in most states is low payments from private 
insurance plans and Medicare Advantage plans.

www.CHQPR.org
RuralHospitals.org
https://www.healthleadersmedia.com/finance/what-will-it-take-keep-rural-hospitals-
open?utm_source=HLeNL&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=HLBriefing

http://www.chqpr.org/


The Governance Balancing Act: 
Complicated interdependencies; Resistance to adaptive change; Messaging to caregivers & public

Thanks to Joan Ching, VP Chief Nursing Executive, St. Charles Health System.



From Stability to Sustainability: The New Role of the Board in 
Overseeing a Financial Turnaround

• Expense Reduction via Layoffs
• Its all about Commercial Rates.  Push the Payers!!
• Identify Underperforming Services and Facilities and Close Them
• Ask About and OPTIMIZE the Revenue Cycle
• De-emphasize Money Losers and Emphasize Money Makers
• Have Accurate Assessment of Capacity and Focus on the “Back 

Door”
• Focus on Philanthropy
• Drive a change in the Hospital Narrative in your Community!  

Take on the Payers!!



Wait, Wait… What About Micro-Management?!

Recovery to financial sustainability will be a long, painful process 
for many hospitals and health care systems; for many others this is 
nothing less than an existential crisis.

Because of this, boards must become more involved in the 
oversight of the financial turnaround of their organizations than 
they did in past periods of lessor financial challenge. This may 
involve a board monitoring levels of detail that would have 
previously been inappropriate. But, when a hospital or system is 
facing an existential threat, it becomes a governance issue, and it 
is appropriate and necessary for a board to engage more deeply 
than it did in the past. 



Signs A New Model of 
Governance is Emerging!



Implicit Components of the Traditional Model
• Community based governance

• Voluntary (uncompensated) trustees

• Minimal-to-manageable time 
commitments

• Lack of standardized or mandatory 
training



Implicit Components of the Traditional Model

• Diffuse and variable accountability of both 
boards and their members

• Long tenured board members and leaders

• A tolerance for conflicts of interest on the 
board in service of community relationships

• Others?



2022 National Health 
Care Governance 
Survey Report



Board Compensation 
DOUBLED since 2018! 

Especially in System Boards.

American Hospital Association 2022 Governance Survey 



The Overall Percentage of Boards that Compensate Their 
Members was 27% in 2022, Compared to 13% in 2018, 

and 10% in 2014.

56% of System Boards Compensated their Board 
Members in 2022.

American Hospital Association 2022 Governance Survey 





2022 National Health Care Governance Survey Report – AHA Trustee Services



CEO as a Voting Board Member



• The percentage of boards with members aged 50 or younger (19%) continued to 
decline compared to 2018 (22%), 2014 (21%), 2011 (24%) and 2005 (29%).

•   In 2022, boards overall had a higher percentage of members age 71 or older
(18%) than did boards in 2018 (12%), 2014 (10%), 2011 and 2005 at 9% each. 

2022 National Health Care Governance Survey Report – AHA Trustee Services



2022 National Health Care Governance Survey Report – AHA Trustee Services



2022 National Health Care Governance Survey Report – AHA Trustee Services
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